We have studied uthrene with a large range of quantum chemical models. Uthrene is predicted to be naturally twisted and to possess a triplet ground state, making it the smallest non-planar polycyclic biradical that can be derived from graphene.
Theoretical models have predicted remarkable magnetic properties in triangular graphene fragments due to high spin multiplicity.
9,10 A tri-t-butylated triangulene derivative was synthesized 11 and characterized 60 years after Clar's original proposal. 12 Uthrene does not occur naturally and has yet to be synthesized, but its biradical open-shell character has been noted, if briefly, in systematic computational studies of PHs 13, 14 We have applied different quantum chemical models to the chosen hexa-benzenoid molecule set. § The results are qualitatively similar: fulminene shows a large HOMO-LUMO gap, 3.6 eV, while zethrene and hexacene present much smaller values, 1.8 and 1.4 eV, respectively. Triangulene and uthrene have an open-shell double degenerate ground state at the tight-binding level. In fact, uthrene and triangulene are non-Kekulé biradicals: it is not possible to assign alternating single and double bonds in these molecules without leaving two unpaired, radical, electrons. Interestingly uthrene is very similar to zethrene, both molecules are derivatives of the phenalenyl radical. 8 Phenalenyl and uthrene are non-Kekulé while zethrene is a Kekulé molecule, ¶ see Fig. 2 . Table 1 shows the results of different DFT models in our set of hexa-benzenoids.8 All models yielded spin contamination in open-shell singlet calculations for hexacene, uthrene and Fig. 3 . For the singlet ground state the two radicals are localized in different sides of the molecules. In contrast, for the triplet ground state the spin density is delocalized through the molecule conserving molecular symmetry. In both cases there is larger spin density at the molecular edges.
We performed calculations at the CASSCF(14,14)/6-31g(d,p) level for singlet and triplet multiplicities for the chosen hexabenzenoid molecule set. The natural orbital (NO) populations of the frontier orbitals for the singlet CASSCF calculations are plotted in Fig. 4 . NO populations for fulminene and zethrene are very near to either two (double occupied) or zero (unoccupied) and consequently these molecules are closed-shell. Hexacene has more fractional populations occupancies and larger open shell character as observed before. 17 In contrast, uthrene and triangulene singlets are biradicals (two single occupied orbitals). At the CASSCF level fulminene, hexacene and zethrene are confirmed to be singlets, while uthrene and trianguelene are found to be triplets with DE(Triplet-Singlet) of À10.9 and À11.7 kcal mol À1 , respectively.
Twisting the aromatic moiety of PHs is a good strategy to enhance solubility and to modulate electronic properties. [18] [19] [20] [21] Twisting is typically achieved by attaching bulky functional groups. Uthrene, however, is naturally twisted by an angle** of B201 to minimize steric repulsion between two neighbouring hydrogen atoms.
In order to estimate the thermodynamic feasibility of uthrene we have also calculated formation energies with respect to graphene ) for the triplet and unrestricted singlet (S U ) open-shell ground states. Spin contamination for the singlet unrestricted calculations (hS 2 i). Energy differences between closed-shell restricted (CS R ) and unrestricted singlet (S U ) and triplet (T U ). All energies refer to optimized geometries and molecular hydrogen. The formation energies so calculated are (in kcal mol À1 ): fulminene = 10, hexacene = 34, zethrene = 24, uthrene = 39 and triangulene = 30. Uthrene is predicted to be thermodynamically more costly, but only 5 kcal mol À1 more than hexacene. In addition, a biradical zethrene derivative with a similar, yet larger, steric hindrance has been synthesized: 1,2:9-10-dibenzoheptazethrenze. 22 Both facts indicate that uthrene might be synthetically possible. Summing up, we have computationally characterized the biradical uthrene. Uthrene is non-planar, presents a twisting angle of 201 and has a triplet ground state which makes it potentially suitable for a number of technological applications. We hope the present study helps draw more attention to this neglected fascinating molecule.
We Notes and references ‡ Named by analogy with zethrene, whose name is due to its Z-like molecular shape.
§ Computer models: different levels of theory were applied through this study, namely: molecular mechanics, tight-binding and ab initio spinpolarized DFT and CASSCF (14, 14) . The 6-31g(d,p) basis set was used throughout this study. Three DFT hybrid Hamiltonians were used: B3LYP, 8, 23, 24 CAM-B3LYP 22, 25 and HSE. 5 Geometries of all models but CASSCF were fully optimized. Starting geometries for ab initio models were obtained with a DFTB Hamiltonian that allows for fractional electron occupancies. In order to explicitly allow for relaxation through the Jan-Teller effect and study lower symmetry conformations, two different sets of geometries were considered with and without symmetrisation. In addition, in open-shell calculations, homo and lumo orbitals were initially swapped to destroy a-b spatial symmetry. Geometry optimization for high and low symmetries gave virtually the same energies and only high symmetries results are presented: fulminene: C 2H ; hexacene: D 2H ; zethrene: C 2H ; uthrene: C 2 ; triangulene: D 3H . HOMO-LUMO gaps and formation energies were calculated with the HSE06 functional without thermal and vibrational corrections. In addition to the molecules in this study, a complete set containing all benzenoid molecules derived from graphene with an even number of number atoms with 2, 4, 5, and 6 hexagonal rings were systematically optimized with Brenner, DFTB and HSE06 Hamiltonians. Triangulene and uthrene were found to be the two smallest biradical PH that can be cut from graphene. Modelling software: different software packages were used for different Hamiltonians: molecular models (home version of TINKER [26] [27] [28] ), tight-binding (home software [29] [30] [31] ), DFTB (DFTB+ 32 ) and DFT and CASSCF (Gaussian 09 33 ). Graphics were generated by the programs Gaussview 34 and Jmol. 35 Computational details: DFT calculations were quite inexpensive, with wall times inferior to 87 and 47 minutes for the singlet and triplet ground states respectively for the UHSE functional. UB3LYP and UCAM-B3LYP calculations used UHSE molecular geometries and ran in less time. These computations were run with 8 parallel threads using 7 GB of memory in Intel Xeon X5650/ E5649 dual socket computers. CASSCF (14, 14) calculations, in contrast, took much more time with up to 76 hours wall time when run with 24 parallel threads using 60 GB of memory in Intel Xeon E5-2695v2 dual socket computers. ¶ Note that the two double bonds of the central part of zethrene possess a strong diene character as the two resonance structures (not shown) keep the same central double bonds. 8 Experimentally, the open-shell nature and low HOMO-LUMO gap of some PHs make them consistently difficult to synthesize and characterize. Higher order acenes (4pentacene 15, 16 ) and, in general, low gap PHs 37 are difficult to isolate as they polymerize and oxidize quickly. Theoretically, acenes can be qualitatively understood in terms of Clar sextets. 36, 38 In contrast, quantitative work in acenes is more subtle, from the DFT work of Bendikov 23 to the multiconfigurational work of Plasser, 17 and has been the subject of controversy as reported by Hajgató. [39] [40] [41] Single determinant DFT calculations agree with available experimental data on magnetic, open-shell, PHs. 8, 22 In addition, a systematic study on m-xylylene, another non-Kekulé structure, found that B3LYP and full p valence CASSCF yield comparable results. 42 ** Twist angles of 18-201 and 21-241 for the tetracene backbone (dihedral of abcd atoms) and the full molecule (dihedral of 1234 atoms), respectively, were measured on DFT geometries.
